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10 Meter Base Station
Antenna
Ready in two hours!

by Russ Stein WA6Z0S

Figure I . Snake the prepared end of the cable up through the TV mast section. Pull the braid
through thefirst hole and the cemer conductor through the second.

Figure 2. Connecting the]V mast to the PVC pipe.
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R ece ntly I conve ned a Hy -Gain CB
board to to meters FM . I had heard

about the growing activity o n 10 meters. and I
wanted to investigate it for myself. After the
low-cost convers ion. I need ed an ante nna to
give my new to mete r FM eq uipment a fair
chance. I was interested not only in work ing
di stant stat ions on skip. but also in local
ground-wave communications. A ve rtical an
te nna with a low radiat ion angle would be
ideal.

Antenna Deslgn

I had read that antennas manufactured for
the CB market could easily be tuned for to
meters . Unfo rtunately, I found no local
source for new or used C B antennas. I knew I
had to bu ild one. but I needed to come up with
a mechanically simple design. My first ideas
revolved around the regular ground-plane an
tenna, with radials at the base . This proved to
be too mechanicall y involved, so I examined
a coaxial d ipole. which promised to be more
mechanically convenient.

The feedpoint impedance of this type of
antenna is closer to 75 than 50 ohms . but on
10 meters the losses due to thi s mismatch
would be negli gible .

The coaxial d ipole seemed the best choice .
so I set out to bu ild one . I calculated the
dipole. at 29 M Hz . to be about 17 feet long . I
found enou gh materials on hand to construct
the antenna . For the coaxial part of th e
dipole. I used an old tu-toor TV mast section.
Leftover Sch . 40 PVC sprinkler pipe provid
ed support for the antenna' s vertical radiator.
For the latter. I used # 14 solid insulated wire .
To keep water out. I used a PVC end ca p.

Ready for Testing in Two Hours

The antenna was very easy to build , and in
about two hours I had it mounted o n the roof
of my single-story house . The SWR was
about 2 :1 at 29.6 MHz and increased to over
2.5 : 1 at 29.0 MHz . At 29 MHz, the fccdltnc
losses would not make a sizable difference in

Photo A. Wrap the wire around the pipe.
extending upwardabout an inchfrom the hole
whue the center conductor ex its. Note the
position ofthe 47p Fdisc capacitor. The P VC
pipe fits snugly inside the TV mast.
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system performance , but would my solid
state transmitter be able to handle the m is
match?

The tra nsmitter tolerated the high SW R.
but it put less power into the fcedl ine than
into a 50 ohm load. I decided to use
the antenna to see how it would perform .
The band was open and acti ve. so I began
calling CQ with my 3 watt " peanut whistle , "

on the chance I might make a contact .
The results were amazing . In a few hours I

had worked stations in Texas . Mississ ippi.
Illinois , Mi nnesota . New York. Florida. and
W isconsin , as well as a couple of local Cali
forn ia stat ions. one 30 miles distant. Signal
re ports were very good. and I was pleased
with how well the an tenna worked.

Ten meter FM was so much fun . I left the
antenna as it was for several weeks and just
enjoyed myself. It was clear that thi s antenna
design worked well . but I wanted to correct
the impedance mismatch so I could run more
power . Th is proved to be relatively easy redo
by adding a simple LC matching network.
After the change, the antenna had an SWR of
1.2: I at 29 .6 MHz. where I tuned it for low
est SWR. and it increased to only 1.5: 1 at
29 .0 MHz.

Construct jon Detens

First. obtain a In-foot metal mast . Using a
hacksaw. cutir to S' ji" in length . Use sandpa
pe r to roughen and clean the inside, where
you made the cut. Starti ng at the bottom.
snake your feedli ne, RG-58/U or RG-8X ,
through the mast section. Cut s ix inches of
insulation off of the coax and separate the
braid from the ce nter conductor. Cut the cen
ter conductor I - If: " long. and remove 1,4" of
insulation.

Next. obtain a IO-foot section of Pv'C pipe .
Measure 8 '6 '" fro m one end of the PVC pipe,
and drill three holes with a •.4 '" drill . (See
Figure I.) Snake the prepared end of the
cable up from the end of the PVC pipe closest
to the holes. with the bra id comi ng out the
firs t hole . and the ce nter conductor coming
out the second hole . I found it helpful to insert

a piece of small-gauge solid hook-up wire
th rough each of the two lower holes and out
of the mast end. the n so lde r on e to the braid
and one to the ce nte r conductor. This allows
you to pull the cable up inside the mast with
the two pa rts of the cable coming ou t the
correct holes. Use the sa me method to pull
the # 14 solid wire from the far end of the pipe
and out through the last hole .
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Remove the insu lation from the end of
the #14 wire. solder the wire to the coax
center conductor, and tape the connection.
Wind tape over the four coil turns to hold
them in place , bur don't cover the exposed
bare wire secuon near the hole. Prepare the
end of the PVC pipe nearest 10 the holes by
wrapping it with four or five thic knesses of
electric al tape one tape -width. Use just
enough to fit it snugly inside the metal mast
section.

Next , wrap one tape-width every six
inches or so , up to six inches below where
the coax braid comes out. Just below this .
wrap three turns of electrical tape, one tape
width.

Insert the end of the PVC pipe into the
metal mast section until you get 10 me last
wrap of tape nea r the braid. Now, wrap the
braid around the pipe and sandwich it in be
tween the tape and the inside of the mast.
Make sure the braid is in tigh t contact with the
mast. then securely tape the junction of mast
and PVC pipe. Drill a hole in the center of the
PVC end cap just large enough for the 114
wire radiator.

AI the end of the PVC pipe where the
#14 wire comes out , push it through me
hole in the cap, then seal the cap on the end
of the pipe. Pull on the #1 4 wire to be sure it
is stra ight ins ide the pipe, and bend it
back down ove r the cap. Cut the wire so
only about an inch ex tends down the side
of the e nd cap. Tape the entire end cap
to secure the wire a nd 10 seal against
moisture .

The antenna is now complete . except
for the addition of the 47 pF disc capacitor.
(You could also use a 100 pF mica trimmer
instead, 10 tune precisely for lowest SWR.)
You will need 10 solder the capacitor from the
bare section of wire rad iator where it comes
out of the pipe to the braid of the coax (see
Figure 3). Wrap the PVC pipe with tape from
where it joins the mast section to an inch or so
10 the other side of the last hole. You may
want 10 use a weather seale r . such as
Scotchkotev over the tape for bener weather
protection . You can mount the antenna with
regular TV mast hardware . Since the mast is
pan of the dipole. mouming should be on
non-metal surfaces, or you can use insula
tors, if needed . The antenna performs best
with the feed point 16 feel or more above
ground .

I've been using this antenna at 100 watts
with absolutely no problems. lis performance
has been impressive. Considering the low
cost and easy construction , this hot performer
for 10 meter FM is is hard to beat. Why noI
put one together and enjoy? See you on
29.6! III

Russ Stein WA 6Z0S. 7593 Frederiksen Ct.,
Dublin CA 94568, has been a licensed ham
since 1966. He is currently the Communica
{ions Technician Supervisor with the City of
Berkeley, and is responsible for the design of
radio, telephone, alarm, and computer sys
tems. as well as their installation and maime
nance.

Leave about six inches of extra wire at
the end of the pipe, where the # 14 wire exits
the hole. Remo ve a section of insulat ion
about 1,4 ff long, and tin the bare section .
Then wrap the wire arou nd the pipe for
four turns, evenly spacing it over the l "
of pipe to the middle hole. where the coax
center conducto r exits the pipe . (See
Photo A .)
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Figure 3. Position ofth~ capacitor.
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Figure 4. The vemcal , coaxial dipole.

Phoro B. A trim, inconspicuous. but hot per
former. Notice tne connectors between th,.
pieces ojPVCpipe.
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